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Home Designer Expert
The ALL NEW 3D Architect solution for home design

3D Architect

Self-builders  l  Home Improvers  l  Renovators

3D Architect Home Designer Expert is a simple solution for the  

self-builder or home re-modeller looking to design their own home, 

extension or complex renovation. The toolset includes the ability to 

produce scaled accurate house floor plans and elevations for    

planning submissions.

• Create detailed drawing sets for planning applications

• Modern user interface with all the construction tools required for creating  

  professional floor plans

• Architectural elevation viewer allows you to examine all sides of building  

  quickly and easily

• Extensive range of window and door types including bi-folding

• Advanced editors including variable stair constructions, roofs, dormers etc

• Supports metric and imperial measurements

• DXF/DWG Interface 

• Advanced dialogue boxes consisting of interactive graphics

• Allow for different thicknesses at the start and end of walls

• Includes Google 3D Warehouse interface for adding other furnishing items  

  directly to your design

• Define areas on wall for applying individual materials

• Live real-time rendering with lighting, shadows and reflections

• Powered by Arcon Evo

Home Designer
The ALL NEW 3D Architect solution for home design

3D Architect

Home Improvers  l  Renovators  l  DIY Enthusiasts

3D Architect Home Designer is an ideal entry point into home design 

software. A simple solution for those wanting to visualise home         

improvements, an extension project or loft conversion for example. 

3D Architect Home Designer will enable you to easily draw your 

building and visualise it in a detailed 3D model.

• Modern user interface with all the construction tools required for creating  

  floor plans 

• Advanced dialogue boxes consisting of interactive graphics

• Landscaping tools for marking out property/ground area, paths, ponds etc

• Includes Google 3D Warehouse interface for adding other furnishing items  

  directly to your design

• Pre-set lighting scenes available. Modify existing ones or create new ones

• Automatically convert detailed floor plans to interactive 3D models

• Live real-time rendering with lighting, shadows and reflections

• In-line measurements for making direct changes around selected

  elements 

• Extensive range of window and door types including bi-folding

• Advanced editors including variable stair constructions, roofs, dormers etc

• Supports metric and imperial measurements

• 3D walkthrough function to move through your completed project

• Powered by Arcon Evo



Create split level buildings

Not all building plots are level and often a design will 

need to include split levels within the building. This 

could range from a simple step-down kitchen through 

to a hillside home staggered with the slope of the site. 

By using floor variants within Arcon, it is simple to 

overcome these design issues enabling you to create 

a design perfectly suited to your plot requirements.

Stairs editor

Generate complex staircases. You can adjust the 

parameters and see the changes instantly in 3D. 

Supports many stair types. When placed, stairs will 

automatically create a ceiling cutout for the stairwell.

1,000’s of furnishing objects and materials

High quality image settings to improve your 3D 

designs with a greater selection of brick, stone, 

paving, wood, roof tiles and more. Includes 3D 

textures. Add your own textures to the database for 

use on future projects. Furnish your project with 

objects for bathrooms, kitchens, living/dining areas, 

offices and outdoor spaces for example.

Advanced rendering

Create high-quality renderings with ambient shade 

and real-time shadows/reflections. Your projects    

can quickly and effectively be turned into a full 

visualisation scene. Its compact format enables fast 

scene building combined with close-to-reality quality 

and simple handling.

Bump mapping capabilities

Bump mapping is a technique in computer graphics 

for simulating bumps and wrinkles on the surface of 

an object. With built in bump mapping capabilities, 

you can now add greater levels of realism to your 

textures, enabling more detailed and realistic          

visualisations. Integrate your own texture bump maps 

or use the original texture to map against in order to 

produce enhanced edge definition and detail. 

Reflection mapping

Reflection mapping is an efficient image-based 

lighting technique for representing the appearance of 

a reflective surface. This can be applied to any 

surface and is ideal for use in water features, polished 

surfaces, mirrored surfaces and swimming pools. 

Create professional drawings suitable for planning applications
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Software dedicated to small & large scale projects 

including new-builds, self-builds, house extensions, 

renovations, conversions & housing developments.

How does Arcon work?

By keeping things simple Arcon enables you to 

quickly create floorplans, elevations and cross-

sections in accurate 2D. These 2D drawings can be 

enhanced with the detail that you need to display 

and can include scale information, measurement 

details, dimensions, areas and construction details 

right down to the individual layers creating your 

chosen wall structures. These drawings are 

automatically converted into a fully interactive 3D 

model where you can further explore your design. 

The left diagram shows how Arcon can work for you 

to produce accurate scaled 2D plans and realistic 3D 

visualisations.

Easy-to-use interface for 2D planning and 

3D design

The modular toolset provides tools and icons for 

specific elements of the design in a logical manner. 

Easily identifiable, each tool will guide you through a 

particular part of the design process and will be 

familiar to anyone having used Windows based 

software. Each tool can be customised and adapted 

to your preferred drawing style with fully flexible 

options, easily accessed at any time.

No specific CAD knowledge required

One of the main advantages of the Arcon system 

over a traditional CAD system is the use of a modular 

toolset. Developed specifically for building design 

we have been able to create an intuitive set of 

modules to guide you logically through the process. 

This means it's simple for anyone to learn, both 

experienced professionals and novice amateurs 

embarking on their first self-build project.

Used by architects and building

professionals worldwide

Arcon has been the choice house design software 

system for thousands of building professionals, 

architects and self-builders. Working closely with 

our users we continue to develop and support our 

Arcon system to ensure it can be adapted to even 

the most demanding design project.

Powerful measuring and ruler tools

Arcon software contains many tools to ensure that 

your drawing elements are spaced and aligned 

correctly. With powerful guidelines, rulers, origins, 

grids and in-line measurements you can be certain 

that your plans will be correct every time.

With fast and accurate drawing tools, creating 

scaled floor plans, elevations and cross-sections is 

one of the key strengths of the Arcon system. All 

plans and elevations are produced to scale with 

flexible control over scale, paper size and          

measurement units. The Plan Mode Assistant 

provides even greater control of your layouts, 

enabling you to produce single pages containing 

multiple views and floor plans. Ideal for planning 

applications, floor plan presentations to clients or 

service information for each trade.

Generate 2D section views

Our section tool enables you to

create both elevations (by

placing the section line

outside the building)

and cross-sections

(by placing the

section line

through the

building).

 



2D plans to 3D models in a single click

Creating realistic 3D models for visualisation couldn't 

be simpler. Draw your floor plans in a traditional 2D 

plan view and your 3D model is created automatically 

at the same time. With a single mouse click you can 

then enter 3D mode to view your design, modify 

finishes and take a virtual tour of your building.

Automatic and manual dimensioning

2D plans and elevations in Arcon are always drawn to 

scale, which you have full control over, and there are 

many ways of displaying important dimensions and 

measurements. Set automatic dimensions to display 

as you draw, choose from many styles of dimension 

lines to add manually, use height point dimensions on 

elevations and cross-sections, easily add room areas 

and volumes and even angle dimensions.

Create complex roof designs

For simple roof constructions you can select from any 

of the standard roof types in the library and simply 

drag and drop into position and amend pitch etc as 

required.

Create complex designs by joining multiple roof 

constructions together. 

Timber construction display

Advanced timber construction display for walls, floors 

and roofs.

Create multi-building developments

With the ability to create multiple buildings 

per project file, Arcon is flexible enough to 

enable you to design entire developments 

and plan estates. Easily save a design and 

load multiple copies into your project to 

create a complete development.

Customisable wall construction 

types including cavity detail

Walls come complete with a number of 

standard settings in the library. These wall 

settings can be completely customised to 

change the library or create your own for 

future projects. Walls can be amended or 

created by specifying each individual layer 

of a wall. Includes feature for wrapping layer 

detail around windows and doors.

In-line measurements

Use in-line measurements for making direct 

changes on-screen in and around selected 

elements in either 2D or 3D.

Customisable windows and doors

Extensive range of windows and doors available including new bi-folding types. The advanced component 

editor uses interactive graphics allowing you to easily modify and customise windows/doors to your 

requirements. 

Enhance your 3D scene with picture 

backgrounds

Select from one of the photographic 

backgrounds included or use your own to 

provide a greater insight into how your 

design will look in situ.

Geographic positioning

Set your geographic position through Google Maps to 

display accurate lighting conditions throughout the day.

Google 3D Warehouse

Includes ability to place additional furnishing 

items via Google 3D Warehouse directly into 

your project.

Flexible import and export options

Supports 3DS, STL (3D printing), Collada, Google Earth, 

IFC (BIM compatible).

Features outlined in this leaflet may vary between versions.
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Home Designer Pro
The ALL NEW 3D Architect solution for home design

3D Architect

Builders  l  Developers  l  Designers

3D Architect Home Designer Pro is an ideal all-in-one building 

design solution. As the construction market continues to be           

competitive, many building professionals need the tools to ensure 

they can keep costs down and win over clients. 3D Architect     

Home Designer Pro has been created with the demands of             

developers and construction companies in mind.  

• Create detailed drawing sets for planning applications

• Further enhance 2D drawings with building regulation information

• Advanced editor includes layering option for adding detailed hatching to

  walls and around windows/doors

• Modern user interface with all the construction tools required for creating

  professional floor plans

• Join multiple roof constructions together 

• Interactive graphics allow you to easily modify construction elements

• Define individual areas on walls for applying specific materials

• Automatically convert detailed floor plans to interactive 3D models

• Live real-time rendering with lighting, shadows and reflections

• In-line measurements for making direct changes around selected

  elements in both 2D and 3D 

• Extensive range of window and door types including bi-folding

• Import/Export DXF/DWG files

• Powered by Arcon Evo

Architects  l  Building Professionals  l  Designers

Arcon Evo is the most flexible design package Eleco provide           

offering an extensive range of CAD tools for all aspects of building 

design including residential and large scale developments.             

Together with detailed plans, produce automated 3D models,          

elevations and section details to meet your clients brief quickly and 

easily.

AArchitects  l  Building Professionals  l  Designers

Arcon Evo is the most flexible design package Eleco provide        

offering an extensive range of CAD tools for all aspects of building 

design including residential and large scale developments.        

Together with detailed plans, produce automated 3D models,Together with detailed plans, produce automated 3D models,        

Professional architectural CAD software 

• Share building information with partners, clients and building

  professionals via BIM interface (IFC)

• Powerful toolset for creating 2D floor plans, elevations, section details

• Produce construction sets using additional CAD tools with building       

  regulation details available

• Supports 3DS, STL, Google Earth, Collada, DXF/DWG, BIM (IFC)

• Set geographic position through Google Maps to display accurate lighting  

  conditions

• Advanced timber construction display in walls, floors, roof structure

• Includes detailed layering feature for adding hatching to walls and around  

  windows/doors

• Fully interactive graphics for modifying construction elements and 

  individual component parts

• Easily modify wall levels at varying heights

• Supports 3D printing capabilities

• Advanced editor for designing custom windows and doors

• Create complex multi-roof structures using blending tool
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